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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the leading cause of
mortality, almost accounting for 17.7 million deaths
globally, which is almost 30% of global deaths.1 The
most common cause of cardiac diseases is ischemic
disease, rheumatic heart disease. Four out of five
cerebrovascular diseases are due to cardiac ischemic
attack and strokes .Among these, 32% females while
27% of males died due to CVD in 2004.2 Around 80% of
all CVD deaths are due to heart attack and stroke. CVD
is the leading cause of death worldwide and it causes
47% of all deaths in Europe. Most of cardiovascular
deaths are caused by coronary heart disease (CHD),
which is the only most common reason of death in
Europe and the United States.3

Many efforts have been made to decrease the
prevalence of CHD through modifications in lifestyle and
early medical intervention; and as a result, CHD mortality
has fallen in many European countries during the last

decades. However CHD is still the main cause of
premature death in Europe accounting for about 30% of
deaths before the age of 65 years.4 There is, therefore,
a need for more research on CHD to allow for more
effective preventive measures. Atherosclerosis is the
predominant cause of CVD, especially CHD. According
to current knowledge, most acute CHD events are
caused by rupture of plaques with relatively high lipid
content and thin fibrous cap, called unstable plaques. It
is predictable that 54% non-communicable diseases
occur in Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMRO) and
most common is CVD. Mortality rate due to cardiac
disease is 49% in Oman, while 13% in Somalia.5 The
prevalence of CVD is dependent on sedentary lifestyles,
increase in blood pressure (28% in the United Arab
Emirates to 41% in Libya and Morocco); while diabetes
(4% in Islamic Republic of Iran to 19% in Sudan) and
dyslipidemia (14% in Lebanon to 52% in Islamic Republic
of Iran).6

Triglyceride-to-HDL-Cholesterol ratio is a good predictive
marker for insulin resistance and for early assessment of
CVD. In some studies, TG-to-HDLC ratio less than 0.87
is considered ideal, value above >1.74 is too high and
high risk for coronary artery disease. In one study
TG/HDL Cholesterol ratio is considered self-governing
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predictable factor for coronary artery disease.7 There is
substantiation that ratio of “triglyceride (TG)/ and high
density cholesterol (HDL-C)” makes available a meek
technique to recognise outwardly healthy insulin
resistant persons with augmented cardiac and metabolic
threat dynamics. 

Additional studies proved that it has been revealed that
the most useful TG/HDL-Cholesterol cut-off point to
identify cardiac and metabolic threat are different in both
male and female.8 Latest studies have shown that this
ratio is a proven prognostic factor for progress of CHD
and is associated with plasma; B-type 'LDL' cholesterol
levels.9 Therefore, recent study was conducted to analyse
'TG-to-HDL cholesterol ratio' in hospital settings as a
predictor for early CVD factors.

METHODOLOGY

This cross-sectional study was initiated after Institutional
Review Board's (IRB) approval at CMH Rawalpindi from
January to June 2018. Data was composed from 350
patients who visited AFIP. Samples were obtained after
informed consent. The Research Ethics Committee of
AFIP approved the study protocol. Patient with the age
group 20-59 years were included in the study, while
participants with comorbidities like tuberculosis, tumour
or any other chronic illness were excluded from the study. 

Sampling technique was non-probability convenient
sampling. Questionnaire was validated before conducting
study as pilot project. The self-determining factors
assessed in initial meeting were age and other demo-
graphic features as well as presence of chronic diseases.
In second meeting, weight and height with BMI were
calculated for obesity classification (weight, height and
waist circumference were gauged). We have categorised
three main groups for BMI as defined by World Health
Organization (Normal, overweight and obese).

Participants with BMI <25 were measured normal,
whereas BMI of 25.5-30 was considered overweight and
more than 30 was considered as obese. Biochemical
assessment was performed fasting overnight for 10-12
hours, with plasma glucose, lipid profile (total cholesterol,
HDL-c, LDL-c, VLDL-c and triglycerides), and fasting
insulin for Insulin-resistance parameter like (HOMA
IR-Quicki). Blood sample was taken from selected
participants after 10-12 hour fasting through venipuncture
in gel tube (yellow topped) for lipid profile, fasting
glucose sample was collected in sodium fluoride tube
and was immediately sent to laboratory for analysis
(Centrifugation and analysis). Sample for lipid profile
concentration and fasting glucose was analysed on fully
automated chemistry analyser, while serum insulin
fasting was analysed on fully automated instrument
based on chemilumiscese principle. 

Triglycerides to HDL Cholesterol ratio is calculated by
triglycerides value divided by HDL-Cholesterol value.

HOMA-IR was calculated by multiplying fasting plasma
glucose value with serum insulin fasting divided by 22.5,
while WBISI and QUICKI were measured and calculated
manually. Data was analysed using SPSS Version 24.
For descriptive stastics, mean±SD computed for quan-
titave variables, while frequency was calculated for
qualitative variables. Chi-square test was applied for
association, and one-way Anova computed for all
variables to prove TG/HDL-C ratio association with all
risk factors for early prediction by considering significant
association at p-value less than 0.05.

RESULTS

Overall, 350 participants was studied in which 268
(76.6%) were females and 82 (23.4%) were males with
mean age of 37 ±11.64 years. Sixty (17%) were with BMI
18.5-25 and considered as normal, while 192 (55%) were
with BMI 25-30. There were 278 (79.4%) participants
who belonged to urban area, while 72 (20.6%) belonged
to rural area. There were 203 (58%) patients diagnosed
previously with primary hypertension, while 147 (42%)
had no hypertension and considered healthy. Most of the
patients with diagnosis of hypertension had duration of
2-3 years of disease. There were 195 (55.7%) participants
already diagnosed with diabetes on the basis of HbA1c
and oral glucose tolerance test, while 155 (44.3%) were
non-diabetic. Patients with CHD diagnosed with angio-
graphy were 63 (18%), while those who did not have
CHD were 287 (82%). 
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Table I: Descriptive stastics of quantitative variables* (In male and female).

Variables Male (Mean±SD) Female (Mean±SD)

Age 38 ±11.0 37 ±13.2

Height(cm) 170.1 ±3.64 160.3 ±6.22

Weight(Kg) 85.3 ±15.6 82.3 ±11.5

BMI 29.4 ±4.9 31.5 ±15.6

Visceral fats 14.0 ±3.8 18.9 ±1.96

Skeletal muscle mass 29.9 ±4.3 23.8 ±2.4

Triglycerides (mmol/l) 1.47 ±0.52 1.44 ±1.2

LDL-C (mmol/l) 2.25 ±1.48 2.38 ±0.50

HDL-C (mmol/) 1.2 ±0.66 1.0 ±0.23

Insulin Fasting (IU/ml) 12.9 ±6.5 21.0 ±9.1

HOMA-IR 0.92 ±1.61 2.0 ±2.42

QUICKI 0.70 ±0.45 0.53 ±0.61

TG/HDL Ratio 1.41 ±0.71 1.42 ±1.45

WBISI 3.47 ±2.48 1.41 ±0.88

Table II: One way Anova in three tertiles of TG/HDL-C ratio.

Variables Tertile1 Tertile 2 Tertile 3 p-value

(0.1-3.59) (3.60-7.18) (7.19-10.3) (0.05)

Age 37.7 ±11.59 33.50 ±8.40 28 ±5.58 0.700

Weight* 83.7 ±12.57 70.3 ±7.18 68.4 ±0.10 0.000

BMI 31.39 ±14.09 24.7 ±4.74 24.0 ±4.6 0.140

Visceral fats* 17.7 ±3.17 19.57 ±1.60 20 ±0.01 0.050

SMM* 25.5 ±3.96 21.8 ±1.17 21.5 ±0.012 0.001

HOMA-IR* 1.48 ±2.0 6.69 ±1.03 7.1 ±0.041 0.000

WBISI 3.8 ±1.16 3.1 ±1.41 2.0 ±0.01 0.713
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Descriptive stastics for quantitave variables such as
mean ± standard deviation (SD) of all continuous and
discrete variables such as age, height, weight, BMI,
percent body fats, visceral fats, LDL-c, HDL-c,
triglycerides, HOMA-IR, QUICKI, WBISI, and TG/HDL-C
ratio with detail to men and women is computed in
Table I. Frequency of CHD, hypertension and diabetes is
shown in Figure 1. TG/HDL-c ratio was divided in to
three tertiles (0.1-3.59, 3.60-7.58, 7.19-10.3). Significance
levels with these three tertiles TG/HDL-c ratio with all
variables were checked by one-way Anova (Table II).
A significant and positive correlation existed between
insulin resistance and visceral fats with TG tertiles
(r=0.471, p<0.001, r=1.23, p=0.02) and negative
association existed between body mass index and TG
tertiles (r=0.97, p=0.05). To check association of cardio
metabolic risk factors like diabetes, obesity and
hypertension with TG/HDL-C ratio, Chi-square test was
computed and significant association was showed
with all variables except WBSI to ascertain association
between TG/HDL-c ratio  with all risk factors having
strong association among HOMA-IR, diabetes, hyper-
tension, percent body fats and TG/HDL-C ratio p<0.04,
p<0.001, p<0.01, p<0.001, respectively. 

DISCUSSION

This study was conducted with the aim to evaluate
significant relationship of TG/HDL-cholesterol ratio with
cardiovascular risk dynamics including hypertension,
diabetes, and obesity. High value of total cholesterol and
triglycerides level can help predict cardiac risk factors.
For adults, there is growing interest by clinicians to
consider TG/HDL-c ratio as an early predictor to
evaluate cardiac risk dynamics.10 In a study conducted
at school-level by Musso et al.11 it is stated that
TG/HDLC ratio and CRP positively correlate with high
BMI; and these findings correlate with current study
findings. Substantiation recommended in a study
conducted by Cui et al.12 that non-HDL cholesterol is
more atherogenic. In this study, results correlate with
these findings that higher LDL cholesterol level and
higher triglycerides have more risk of developing cardiac
disease. A large multi-cohort study by Giannini et al.13

suggested that TG/HDLC ratio correlates well with
insulin resistance in girls, while present study revealed
that there is a significant positive association between
HOMA-IR, a marker used to asses insulin resistance.13

A study conducted by Marcus et al. revealed the fact that
poor dietary habits lead to cardiovascular complications
induced by obesity, which also correlate with the findings
of current study that obesity has strong association
with cardiovascular risk factors like hypertension and
diabetes.14 A substitute possibility, with very hopeful
findings conducted by Gotto and Whitney et al.,15  stated
that use of lipid ratios, just as LDL-cholesterol/HDL-
cholesterol ratio and triglycerides/HDL-cholesterol ratio
is easy to use and sensitive enough to predict cardiac
risk factors, which is also evident from results of current
study that patients with a normal lipid profile but with a
higher value of triglycerides/HDL-cholesterol ratio had a
higher BMI and higher visceral fats.16 Recent study is
first time piloted in the Pakistani population to asses
TG/HDL-C ratio as a potential marker to see association
of different cardiac risk factors and TG/HDL-c ratio. The
limitations are that this is a cross-sectional study and is
not enough to express causal association between
TG/HDLC ratio with BMI, visceral fats, hypertension,
diabetes and insulin resistance, that is why an advanced
study design is required to follow-up patients with high
TG/HDL-c ratio to prove the fact of positive association
with cardiac risk factors. Current study is conducted in a
hospital setting, that is why findings cannot be applicable
to general population. Large multi-center population based
advance research design is required to assess temporal
correlation of TG/HDL-c ratio with cardiac risk factors.

CONCLUSION

This study concluded that there is a strong association
of TG/HDLC ratio with body mass index, visceral fats,
insulin resistance, hypertension and diabetes. TG/HDLC
ratio is considered as potential biomarker for the early
prediction of cardiometablic risk factors.
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Figure 1: Gender-wise frequency of cardiovascular risk*.
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